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Overview

The Fishes of Georgia app ( <- click to see the project) is a SwiftUI based application
that can easily be opened and edited in XCode. The app is built off of the
genus_species table provided by the UGA Natural History Museum and allows users
to search for fish via location and name search features. The app also has a day/night
mode feature that can be toggled via the user’s iOS settings. The app also is built in a
way that reacts to the user’s display size and thus looks good on various devices from
iPads to iPhones.

Location Search

The location search feature is built off of the HUC8 map data and marine info
found in the genus_species table. A user can filter from a list of possible locations to
find the specific zone they are currently fishing in then select the water type they are
fishing in. If they are unsure of either they can use separate buttons to view either a
map of all the HUC8 zones or definitions of the three water types.

If the user doesn’t select either option then all fish will be displayed, or if only one
option is selected then the list will only be filtered according to that option.

Following the user’s selections, the list of all potential fish is filtered down and
displayed as a list with the fish’s image, common, and scientific name being
displayed. The user can then select their fish and see a detailed view of their fish.
Also at the top of this list, the user can type in the common name of their fish to filter
down the list if desired.

Name Search

The name search feature is built off the common and scientific data found in the
genus_species table. A user can either select to search via common or scientific
name then navigate through a popup list of all fishs’ common or scientific names
until the desired fish is found. At the top of each list, the user can filter using text to
find their desired fish. Once a specific fish is selected, the user can then navigate to
its detailed view.

https://github.com/andreasmarsh/FindMyFish
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/xcode/id497799835?mt=12
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Code Structure

I recommend opening the project while you read through the below text, as the code is
heavily commented to explain what each piece is.

The code is built using various Swift files, images/colors found in the Assets folder,
font files, and a JSON Fishdata file.

Before getting into the code we will first discuss the elements and images we use for
the app. In the Assets folder, you will find the colors used for the app as well as the
Fish and Maps folders that hold all images that are used in the app. The images are
all named based on their names in the genus_species table.

Next, let’s look at the real meat of the app, the JSON file called Fishdata. This is
generated via the genus_species table and is turned into our own custom Fish
objects found in the Fishs file. For more on creating the JSON and the Fishs file head
to the Updating Database / JSON section below.

To begin we can look at ContentView. This is the opening page of the app and allows
the user to navigate to LocationSearch and NameSearch. Note the custom buttons
that are used and defined at the bottom of the file. Also, note the init() method
which overrides some of the looks throughout the entire app. Also, note the
screenWidth and screenHeight vars that are used to resize elements based on
display size. In other files, we may use something called geometry reader to do the
same thing. ScreenHeight and screenWidth are used when keyboards may be
present on the view, as when geometry reader is used with keyboards, things get
resized improperly, however, when we use screenHeight and Width this doesn’t
happen.

Next up is CardView. This takes in a Fish object and creates a detailed view of the fish
using the attributes found in Fishs. This is used by both searching methods as the
end result landing page of fish information.

Following this we have LocationSearch. This file allows the user to select a HUC
location and marine. It also allows the user to tap on options to see a HUC map or
definitions of various water types (hucLauncher handles the opening of the map via
url and the definitions are simply a hardcoded pop-up).

The selected values are used to filter the fish list and display this list in
DynamicFilteredList which creates small cards displaying the fish image, common
name, and scientific name for each fish found in the filtered list. Each cell can be
clicked on to open the CardView of the specific fish and the list can be filtered using
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common name. As you can see there is a lot going on in LocationSearch. Most is
simply setting up all the HUC options for use with filtering. Basically, it lists the
options in various formats so they can be passed into the CustomPicker and be used
to set up the filtered and refilteredFish vars that use the chosen option to filter the
list.

The code:

.onChange(of: huc) { newValue in
filter2 = pickedHuc[hucPicked]

}

Is used to change which filter is used based on the selection from CustomPicker.

Now I did just mention CustomPicker, which is actually the two files
CustomPickerTextView and CustomPickerView. These files set up the text field
display and pop-up menu that is used for picking the correct location/marine (it’s
also used for the nameSearch we will discuss later). CustomPickerTextView handles
the textView we place in our view and CustomPickerView handles the pop-up that
occurs over our view.

Following this we have NameSearch. It functions similarly to LocatioSearch but
allows the user to select between searching with common or scientific names. Then
the picker will display the chosen list of fish names and once the user selects a fish,
the view that they navigate to when they press search updates and when pressed
brings them to the concurrent detailed view.

That’s it! I do recommend looking at the code to really see what’s going on.
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Updating Database / JSON

All data for the app is already contained inside the app, however, if modifications are
to be done to the database, then a new JSON file will need to be uploaded to the app
to replace the current Fishdata.json file. To generate this file, we use service.php to
correctly output the data we want in the app from genus_species. To run
service.php, I placed it in the htdocs folder of MAMP. Then simply type
http://localhost:8888/ into the navigation bar of your browser while MAMP is running
and your JSON file will be generated. I would paste this result into
https://jsonformatter.curiousconcept.com/# to make sure it was correctly formatted.
Note that occasional reformatting will be needed as the JSON conversion isn’t
perfect. Also, some elements will have the word <text> on the end, so simply control-f
and remove the few issues. Then use the formatted result to replace the current
Fishdata JSON file inside of Find My Fish Beta.

Note that updates to the Fishs file will need to be made to add the correct attributes
to the Fish struct, however, the ReadData class inside Fishs will not need to be
modified.

Potential Future Updates

In the future, I would love to add the actual fish identification aspect using physical
traits, but it was a task too large for me and my team to accomplish. I imagine that
additional columns could be added to the genus_species table including potentially
dorsal fin number and position, as well as other traits. This could be used in tandem
with the location search feature to hone into an even smaller group of fish if not an
exact fish match.

If these traits can be added to the database, then this feature doesn’t seem that
difficult to implement.

Also, making the app connect to a realtime database could be a nice feature, that
way updates to the database would instantly occur in the app without needing to
update the JSON file. This would make the app need a connection to the internet to
work, however.

https://www.mamp.info/en/downloads/
http://localhost:8888/
https://jsonformatter.curiousconcept.com/#

